
Das entzweigebrochene Land

Die Geister

Das zu Stein erstarrte Land

Das Alphabet : Das Beschütze

Die Sedimente

Der Tod

Der Raum : Der Gott

aktuelles Projekt : Armenien 2014 - 2022, gescannte analoge 6x6 Fotografien



Europäischer Architekturfotografie-Preis 2023  
http://www3.architekturbild-ev.de/2023/03/europaeischer-architekturfotografie-preis-2023-provisorium-stopgap/



Shortlist DAM Architectural Book Award und German Photobookaward 2018
https://park-books.com/index.php?lang=de&page=books&view=li&booktype=order_1_releasedate&subject=1&artist=all&author=all&pd=pb&book=921

Rezensionen (Auswahl)
https://www.bbc.com/worklife/article/20190527-the-city-in-the-shadow-of-an-ageing-nuclear-reactor
https://evnreport.com/podcasts/evn-talks/metsamor-utopia-and-the-nuclear-power-plant/
https://www.smithsonianmag.com/travel/metsamor-armenian-atomic-city-utopia-180970264/
https://www.baunetz.de/meldungen/Meldungen-Utopia_Collapse._Rethinking_Metsamor_The_Armenian_Atomic_City_5484511.html
https://alexanderadamsart.wordpress.com/tag/katharina-roters/
https://ludwigmuseum.blog.hu/2016/11/24/magyar_muvesz_posztszocialista_varoskepei_a_velencei_biennalen
https://www.independentlandscape.am/en/press







exhibition 2000:

Anatomy of a Dream. Architectural phantasms and urban utopias in Armenia
Hungarian House of Photography - Mai Mano House / Budpest (H)

The exhibition Anatomy of a Dream presents my visual investigations pursued in Armenia 
since 2000. My interest for the cultural, ideological contexts and architectural processes 
that have reshaped the natural and urban landscapes of the country unfold in three distinc-
tive bodies of works: In the photographic notes compiled in the early 2000, which explores 
the urban surfaces of Yerevan and elaborates a visual dictionary of architectural character-
istics. The photographic explorations until today, how the urban tissue transforms, how its 
rules and codes are rewritten, how Yerevan itself has become an architectural palimpsest 
in permanent mutation.The case-study of Metsamor, the atomic city which was to be ac-
complished as a soviet utopia.

https://www.maimano.hu/programs/katharina-roters-anatomy-of-a-dream
https://index.hu/nagykep/2020/02/26/katharina_roters_egy_alom_anatomiaja_cimu_kiallitasa_a_mai_mano_hazban/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kq7aiweo0lY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4C9m7_mkQXY
https://nepszava.hu/3066879_az-egesz-panelvilagot-nem-lehet-ledozerolni
https://epiteszforum.hu/katharina-roters-egy-alom-anatomiaja







DAM Architectural Book Award 2014
https://park-books.com/index.php?lang=de&page=books&view=li&booktype=order_1_releasedate&subject=1&artist=all&author=all&pd=pb&book=557

Rezensionen (Auswahl)
https://edition.cnn.com/2014/09/04/world/gallery/hungarian-cubes-communist-homes/index.html
https://www.wired.com/2014/08/the-amazing-art-on-these-communist-era-houses-was-a-rebellion-back-then/
https://www.uncubemagazine.com/blog/13859361
https://www.dezeen.com/2014/08/17/hungarian-cubes-by-katharina-roters/
https://www.zeit.de/reisen/2014-05/fs-katharina-roters-hungarian-cubes
https://index.hu/nagykep/2014/07/08/magyar_kocka/
https://epiteszforum.hu/a-gulyasmodern
https://epiteszforum.hu/hungarian-cubes-kiallitas
https://casavogue.globo.com/LazerCultura/Fotografia/noticia/2014/12/arte-dos-anos-1920-em-fachadas-hungaras.html
https://cloud-cuckoo.net/fileadmin/issues_en/issue_38/abstract_roters_szolnoki.pdf
https://cloud-cuckoo.net/fileadmin/hefte_de/heft_38/artikel_roters_szolnoki.pdf





HUNGARIAN CUBES 
exhibition acb gallery / Budapest (H) 2017
https://acbgaleria.hu/en/exhibitions/katharina_roters_szolnoki_jozsef_hungarian_cubes



COLLABORATION WITH MEDIA ARTIST JÓZSEF SZOLNOKI
Since 2010 in my joint practice with József Szolnoki, we have been working with archi-
val, objectified documents that reveal transfers between ideological and cultural spac-
es, as well as transitional states. In our projects, we present how official and private 
interpretations in the cultural memory of societies and ideological systems compete 
with each other. 

exhibition 2019:

ROTERS & SZOLNOKI: WUNDERBLOCK
MODEM Modern and Contemporary Arts Centre / Debrecen (H) 

The exhibition examins the construction and rewriting of personal, collective and na-
tional identity in the often turbulent social-historical circumstances of the 20th century. 
We exposed the blind spots concealing the collaborative elements of our own family 
memories related to the Nazi and Communist dictatorships. The exhibition adds to the 
allegory of the blind spot by linking private examples with public ones.
What kinds of individual or social processes take place, if we unexpectedly face a 
traumatic and silent event in the past of our family or community? What kinds of doc-
uments mediate the forgotten or silent events of the recent past and how can they 
integrate into the memory of the individual or the community? 

„A negative arabesque, 

whatever stands before us is what is no more. 

We are what we have lost” * 

And here we stand without any provisions for the journey, 
sentenced to continuous improvisation. 
Because the eclipsed memory of the trauma 
keeps casting its shadow over generations 
until the heir returns and breaks up the past 
through a blind spot drifting along the diffuse borderline 
between forgetting and remembering. 
* Yvette Bíró: The Runner

https://balkon.art/home/ujrairhato-tortenetek/
https://issuu.com/elnfree/docs/balkon-2019-06-07
https://www.es.hu/cikk/2019-05-24/szeplaky-gerda/visszapillanto-tukor.html
https://www.artmagazin.hu/archive/3593
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OTuBNhf7Xi4
http://epa.oszk.hu/03000/03024/00010/pdf/EPA03024_uj_muveszet_2016_11_016-017.pdf
http://tranzitblog.hu/a-kulturalis-forradalomtol-a-multfeldolgozasig/
https://www.boell.de/en/2016/12/22/hungarian-uprising-blind-spot-1956
https://index.hu/tudomany/tortenelem/2016/12/09/a_salgotarjani_sortuz_epuleten_van_ma_is_az_orszag_utolso_rakosi-cimere/
https://index.hu/tudomany/tortenelem/2017/11/21/hackeld_a_multat_rakosi-cimer_gyor_szolnoki_jozsef_katharina_roters/





Max with and without badge 

The portraits of Max, the German grandfather, that is Opa. The two photos were inherited by the two healthy children of Max. 
One of the photos, in which Max is wearing a badge, was hanging behind a door for a long time, barely noticeable. Max 
himself retouched the other photo, removing the tiny badge. He found the photo advantageous, as he looks out of it self-con-
fidently and vigorously. They symbolised the membership of the NSFC, the National Socialist Flyers Corps. 
The retouched photo places one back into safe timelessness.

Opa Max
My German Grandfather by Two 
Times.
1942 / 1948



Anamnesis 
The last Rákosi coat of arms (Stalinist period) that remained in a public place was on 
the relief of the façade of the County Hall of Salgótarján. They shot from this building 
into the crowd on 8th December 1956 during the Hungarian Uprising. Trees were later 
planted here, the branches of which almost completely covered the relief. Later these 
trees had to be cut down after a storm in 2011. That is when the political scene came 
to light again. 

The participants who got together temporarily for the drama in education event recon-
structed the relief in the form of a living picture.
The video documentation of the drama in education event: Anamnesis, 2016, 6’53”
https://www.boell.de/en/2016/12/22/hungarian-uprising-blind-spot-1956?utm_campaign=ds_hungary_1956

Relief / 1956, County Hall, Salgótarján



Uncovering
The block of flats was consigned in 1953 to the workers of the Machine Tool Factory. In 
the course of the renovation of 1984 one of the reliefs of the façade depicting a Rákosi 
coat of arms (Stalinist period) was walled-in, and later in 2016, we revealed the coat of 
arms.

Uncovering, 2016
Rákosi Coat-of-Arms, Győr, 15 Attila Street, video documentation, 1’55”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tlh17_wRPXA&feature=youtu.be


